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Not a whole lot to review here, what you see is what you get. Even in this day & age, having a quick
reference guide like this is invaluable for writing papers, reviewing vocabulary & dealing with the
oft-dreaded feminine/masculine/neutral distinction assigned in German which is not assigned to
words in the English language. I wish I'd had these back when I was studying in middle & high
school- I would've retained my German studies better (this was back in pre-Internet days). I'm now a
late-to-the-game college student and need all the help I can get! I've found this sheet to be
consistently accurate & easy-to-comprehend.

Unfortunately, this German grammar cheat sheet... is full of grammatical errors. In the charts of
nouns, adjectives and verbs, some forms are missing their correct endings ("mein", for example, is
missing the nom. fem. sg. ending); other information is wrong or at least highly misleading (the chart
of cardinal numbers is broken into two color-coded sections, "Numerals" and "Cardinals", as though
these were separate things; it claims that only regular verbs have a present tense, etc.) It doesn't
give the plural forms for ein-adjectives. I've spotted enough mistakes after a few days of use that
there's no way I'm trusting this, or anything else from the same company. I mean, seriously. You
had one job, BarCharts.

If you already know and understand the principles, this might be a useful "oh, yeah, now I
remember" sort of reference. If you bought it, as I did, because you were hoping it would help you
figure some things out, you might be disappointed. It's also got really *tiny* print.

Great summary of grammar and rules. Very easy to study and use. I recommend this to all those
starting German studies.

If you have no background in German grammar then this chart is useless to you. It is confusing to
follow and doesn't explain basic grammar.Not what I expected.

I love these Quick Study guides! My daughter has the French set, my husband has the German set
and I have the Italian set. One day we would like to take a trip to Switzerland and we will be ready to
speak whatever language we encounter. They are easy to use and fun and you can put together
sentences right away.

I'm afraid that I am not to that level of speaking German yet. It supplys time information such as
pluperfect to words. I'm still dealing with the present tense. It is amazing that they can condense this
subject into the single page

Excellent summary of German language elements. A small amount of explanation along with a list
of words and phrases. I've used this product for Italian as well, and it's a great study aid for
beginners.
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